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Madeline Stuart does  not let Down's  Syndrome s top her from modeling. Image credit: @madelinesmodelling_
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Today in luxury:

CEO talks: at Salvatore Ferragamo, wanting actions to speak

"We know what needs to be done and we just have to do it." Understated yet sophisticated, very direct and eloquent,
with a subtle sense of humor, Micaela Le Divelec Lemmi appears calm and undaunted by the task of steering
Salvatore Ferragamo back to the growth path, says Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire story on Women's Wear Daily

Model with Down's Syndrome makes strides worldwide

Madeline Stuart is  the first person with Down's syndrome to ever stride walk a runway as a model during New York
Fashion Week, according to Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire story on Business of Fashion.

Emirates seeks Etihad takeover to create world's largest airline

Dubai's flagship airline Emirates is looking at taking over unprofitable neighbor Etihad, according to four people
familiar with the matter, in a move that would create the world's biggest carrier by passenger traffic, in a report .

Click here to read the entire story on Bloomberg

Giorgio Armani: Fashion legend, unexpected restaurateur

Giorgio Armani is a living legend. The 84-year-old fashion designer pioneered so much more than the brand that
bears his name. He crafted an entire lifestyle: sleekly styled menswear, red carpet couture, hotels and, yes, even
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eateries. You might not associate the man with the restaurant business, but it shouldn't be too shocking, says Forbes.

Click here to read the entire story on Forbes
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